This paper presents a modular algorithm that efficiently computes parameterized pointer information, in which symbolic names are introduced to identify memory locations whose addresses may be passed into a procedure. Parameterized pointer information can be used by a client program analysis to compute parameterized summary information for a procedure. The client can then instantiate such information at each specific callsite by binding the symbolic names. Compared to non-parameterized pointer information, in which memory locations are identified using the same name throughout a program, parameterized pointer information lets the client reduce the spurious information that is propagated across procedure boundaries. Such reduction will improve not only the precision, but also the efficiency of the client. The paper also presents a set of empirical studies. The studies show that the algorithm is efficient. The studies also show that using parameterized pointer information may significantly improve the precision and the efficiency of many program analyses.
Introduction
Various pointer analysis techniques have been developed to facilitate program analyses of C programs. To support these program analyses, a pointer analysis must associate names with memory locations. A pointer analysis must also provide information that helps the program analyses determine the memory locations that may be accessed through pointer dereferences. With this information, a program analysis can first replace the pointer dereferences in a C program with the memory locations accessed through such dereferences, and then analyze the program in the usual way [2, 18] .
Pointer analysis algorithms can differ in the way in which they assign names to memory locations. Such differences can significantly impact the precision and the efficiency of the program analyses that use the pointer information. Many existing pointer analysis algorithms (e.g., [1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 16, 17, 21, 23] ) use the same name to identify a memory location throughout the program. Because a memory location may be accessed throughout the program, its name can appear in several procedures. Therefore, a program analysis that uses this pointer information usually treats such name as if it were a global variable name.
Only a few existing pointer analysis algorithms [7, 25] assign different names for a memory location in different procedures. When the address of a memory location can be passed into a procedure through formal parameters or global pointers, these algorithms use a symbolic name to identify the memory location within the procedure. If the pointer information computed for the procedure is used under more than one calling context, the symbolic name can be used to identify different memory locations under different calling contexts. For example, the algorithms can use a symbolic name nv to identify the memory locations whose addresses are passed into procedure foo() (Figure 1(a) ) through p. When the pointer information computed for foo() is used under the context of statement 7, nv identifies x. When this pointer information is used under the context of statement 8, nv identifies y. The symbolic names introduced by these algorithms act like reference parameters. Thus, we refer to such symbolic names as auxiliary parameters 1 , and we refer to pointer information that contains auxiliary parameters as parameterized pointer information.
For supporting program analyses of C programs, parameterized pointer information has several advantages over non-parameterized pointer information. First, parameterized pointer information can be used by a program analysis to compute parameterized summary information for a procedure. Such parameterized summary information can be instantiated at each specific callsite to compute more accurate information about that callsite. For example, using parameterized pointer information, a program analysis reports that nv is modified by procedure foo() (Figure 1) . The program analysis then instantiates this information at statement 7 by replacing nv with x, and reports that x is modified by foo() at statement 7. In contrast, using non-parameterized pointer information, the program analysis reports that both x and y may be modified by foo() at statement 7. The program analysis then uses this information at statement 7 and reports that x and y may be modified by foo() at statement 7. Second, parameterized pointer information for a procedure is more compact than non-parameterized pointer information. In a procedure, parameterized pointer information can use an auxiliary parameter to represent a set of memory locations. In contrast, nonparameterized pointer information may require several names for the same set of memory locations. Thus, a program analysis creates and propagates less information if it uses parameterized pointer information.
The major problem with acceptance of existing algorithms that compute parameterized pointer information is that they are not efficient for analyzing large programs. One reason for this inefficiency is that existing algorithms use a flow-sensitive approach. Empirical results suggest that flow-sensitive pointer analysis algorithms may not scale to large programs [7, 16, 25] . A second reason for this inefficiency is that existing algorithms may analyze a procedure more than once [7, 25] . This additional analysis increases the expense of these algorithms. Another problem with acceptance of existing algorithms that compute parameterized pointer information is that none of these algorithms have been compared empirically with algorithms that compute non-parameterized pointer information. Thus, it is unknown how much improvement in precision and performance can be gained if a program analysis uses parameterized pointer information instead of non-parameterized pointer information. This paper presents a modular parameterized pointer analysis algorithm (MoPPA) that efficiently computes points-to graphs for a program. MoPPA follows a three-phase flow-insensitive, context-sensitive pointer analysis framework. MoPPA uses, when possible, auxiliary parameters to identify memory locations whose addresses are passed into a procedure. MoPPA also distinguishes the memory locations that are dynamically allocated in a procedure when the procedure is invoked under different calling contexts.
Compared to other algorithms (e.g., [1, 6, 8, 17, 23] ) that are intended to handle large programs, a major benefit of MoPPA is that it provides parameterized pointer information. Another benefit of MoPPA over these algorithms is that MoPPA can distinguish the memory locations dynamically allocated in a procedure under different calling contexts. Therefore, MoPPA may provide more precise pointer information than these algorithms. Compared to other existing algorithms that compute parameterized pointer information, a major benefit of MoPPA is its efficiency. MoPPA processes each pointer assignment only once. By storing global pointer information in one global points-to graph, MoPPA propagates, from one procedure to another, only a small amount of information related to parameters. Therefore, MoPPA can efficiently compute the pointsto graphs. Another benefit of MoPPA is its modularity-only the information for the procedures within a strongly connected component of the call graph must be in memory simultaneously. Thus, compared to existing algorithms that compute parameterized pointer information, MoPPA requires less memory.
This paper also presents a set of empirical studies that demonstrate (1) the efficiency of MoPPA and (2) the benefits of using parameterized pointer information provided by MoPPA over using non-parameterized pointer information. The empirical evaluation compares MoPPA with our flow-insensitive, context-sensitive algorithm (FICS) [17] and with Andersen's algorithm [1] . The studies show that, on subjects of up to 100,000 lines of code,
• MoPPA runs in time close to that required by FICS; such analysis time is also close to the time required by Steensgaard's algorithm [23] , the most efficient flow-insensitive algorithm.
• Using information provided by MoPPA instead of information provided by FICS or Andersen's algorithm, a program analysis can compute on average 12% (maximum 37.9%) fewer flow dependences for a statement in a procedure.
• Using information provided by MoPPA instead of the information provided by FICS or Andersen's algorithm, a program analysis can run on average 10 (maximum 210 over FICS, maximum 445 over Andersen's) times faster, and compute on average 25% (maximum 57%) fewer transitive interprocedural flow dependences for a statement in a program.
• Using information provided by MoPPA instead of the information provided by FICS or Andersen's algorithm, a program slicer can run on average 7 (maximum 72 over FICS, maximum 106 over Andersen's) times faster, and compute on average 12% (maximum 45%) smaller slices.
The studies show that using parameterized pointer information provided by MoPPA can significantly improve the precision and the efficiency of many program analyses. The significance of this work is that it provides the first algorithm that efficiently (within one minute) computes parameterized pointer information for programs up to 100,000 lines of code. This work also presents, to the best of our knowledge, the first set of empirical studies that compare the results of program analyses computed using parameterized pointer information with the results of program analyses computed using non-parameterized pointer information. The results of this work show that computing parameterized pointer information for large programs is feasible and rewarding.
Parameterized Points-to Graphs
This section first briefly introduces the points-to graphs constructed by MoPPA, and then discusses the approach used by MoPPA to assign names to memory locations.
Points-to Graphs
MoPPA uses points-to graphs to represent pointer information. In a points-to graph, a node represents a set of memory locations, whose names are associated with the node. A field access edge, labeled with a field name, connects a node representing structures to a node representing a specific field of the structures. A points-to edge, labeled with "*", represents points-to relations. For example, the points-to graph in Figure  1 (b) represents that p may point to x or y. For efficiency, MoPPA imposes two constraints on a points-to graph: (1) each memory location can be represented by only one node; (2) labels are unique among the edges leaving a node. Similar constraints are also used to implement Steensgaard's algorithm [23] and FICS [17] .
MoPPA computes two kinds of points-to graphs. For a program, MoPPA computes a global points-to graph that represents the pointer information related to global pointers. For each procedure in the program, MoPPA computes a procedural points-to graph that represents the pointer information related to the local pointers in the procedure. The separation of global pointer information from local pointer information lets MoPPA reduce the amount of information that it propagates across procedure boundaries. For example, suppose that a statement in a procedure forces a global pointer g to point to a heap-allocated memory location. Without the separation, this information would have to be propagated to every procedure in the program, even if g is irrelevant to the computation of the pointer information for the procedure. MoPPA avoids such propagation by making this information available in the global points-to graph. When analyzing a program, a program analysis resolves the dereferences of global pointers using the global points-to graph.
Naming Memory Locations
MoPPA identifies memory locations in a procedure using three kinds of names: auxiliary parameter, local, and quasi-global. MoPPA uses an auxiliary parameter, when possible, to identify, in a procedure P , a memory location whose address may be passed into P through formal parameters. An auxiliary parameter, as defined in Section 1, is a symbolic name that can identify different memory locations under different calling contexts. To support program analyses, MoPPA also provides binding information that maps an auxiliary parameter in P to the names that identify the same memory locations at the callsites to P . For example, MoPPA uses auxiliary parameter nv to identify memory locations for x and y in the points-to graph (Figure 1(c) ) for foo() in program 1 (Figure 1(a) ). The algorithm also provides information to map nv to x at statement 7 and to y at statement 8.
MoPPA can use a local name to identify a memory location that cannot be accessed after the procedure returns. A local name is a name whose scope includes only one procedure. For example, the memory location for a local variable in procedure P may be identified using a local name whose scope includes only P .
MoPPA can use a quasi-global name to identify, in a procedure, a memory location for a global variable or a memory location whose address may be passed into the procedure through global pointers. A quasiglobal name is a name whose scope may include several procedures, but does not necessarily include all procedures in a program. The scope of a quasi-global names is defined to ensure that, if a memory location loc is identified using a quasi-global name N in P , then loc will also be identified using N in the procedures that call P . Therefore, MoPPA avoids propagating the pointer information for loc from P to its callers because such information will be stored in the global points-to graph and can be retrieved, using the same name, when the information is needed in P 's direct or indirect callers. MoPPA ensures that at most one quasi-global name is used to identify a memory location in different procedures.
Using quasi-global names to improve efficiency is one of the features that distinguishes MoPPA from Wilson and Lam's algorithm [25] . In Wilson and Lam's algorithm, all memory locations, including global variables and those that are accessed through global pointers, are also identified using extended parameters (similar to auxiliary parameters) in each procedure. Preliminary studies showed that many real programs, especially large programs, may use a large number of global pointers. For such programs, propagating information for all global pointers from procedure to procedure may be prohibitively expensive. The studies also showed that the values of global pointers do not change often in a program. Therefore, introducing symbolic names to represent the memory locations that are accessed through dereferences of global pointers in each procedure might be unnecessary.
MoPPA uses various rules to determine whether it will use an auxiliary parameter, a local name, or a quasi-global name to identify global memory locations (global variables), stack-allocated memory locations (local variables), or heap-allocated memory locations in a procedure. For each global variable g accessed within a procedure P , MoPPA determines whether g is only accessed using its address that is passed into P through formal parameters. If this is the case, MoPPA uses an auxiliary parameter to identify g in P . For example, MoPPA uses auxiliary parameter nv to identify x in foo() in Figure 1(a) . However, if g is accessed using its variable name or using an address that is passed into P through global pointers, then MoPPA uses g's variable name as the quasi-global name to identify g in P (e.g., x in main() in Figure 1(a) ). This quasi-global name is also used to identify g in P 's direct or indirect callers.
For a local variable l that is declared in P , if l cannot be accessed through dereferences of global pointers in the program, MoPPA uses l's variable name as a local name to identify l in P . In any other procedure where l may be accessed, MoPPA uses an auxiliary parameter to identify l. However, if l can be accessed through dereferences of global pointers in the program, MoPPA may use a quasi-global name to identify l in the procedures where l's address may be passed into through global pointers. MoPPA also identifies l using this quasi-global name in the callers to these procedures. In the procedures where l's address is passed into only through formal parameters or dereferences of formal parameters, MoPPA uses an auxiliary parameter to identify l.
Identifying local variables with quasi-global names might cause imprecision in the pointer analysis. Let l be a local variable declared in procedure P . l can be accessed only in P or in the procedures that P may directly or indirectly call. However, if MoPPA uses a quasi-global name N to identify l in the program, then according to the way in which N 's scope is defined, N may appear in procedures that P may never (directly or indirectly) call. Therefore, a program analysis may conclude that l may be accessed in these procedures and compute spurious information. This kind of imprecision can also be introduced by many other existing algorithms that compute non-parameterized pointer information (e.g. [1, 8, 23] ). One way to improve the precision of pointer information computed by MoPPA is to refine N 's scope by removing the procedures that P may never (directly or indirectly) call. However, because our preliminary studies show that few local variables may be pointed to by global pointers in a program, our current implementation of MoPPA does not include this optimization.
MoPPA attempts to distinguish the memory locations allocated on the heap in a procedure when the procedure is invoked from different callsites. Unlike other algorithms (e.g., [5] ) that distinguish these memory locations by extending their names with call strings, MoPPA makes such distinction only if the distinction may help the program analysis compute more precise information. Suppose that a statement s in P allocates memory locations on the heap. We consider the three cases in which the addresses of the memory locations can be propagated. In the first case, the addresses of these memory locations are not returned to P 's callers. In this case, these memory locations can be accessed only within P . MoPPA identifies these memory locations using an auxiliary local name whose scope includes only P . In the second case, the addresses of these memory locations may be returned to P 's callers through the return value or dereferences of formal parameters, but not through global pointers or dereferences of global pointers. MoPPA uses an auxiliary parameter to identify these memory locations in P . MoPPA also creates names, using similar rules, to identify these memory locations in P 's callers. Because different names may be created to identify the memory locations returned by P at different callsites, MoPPA can distinguish, in P 's callers, the memory locations allocated at s under different calling contexts. In the third case, the addresses of these memory locations may be returned to P 's callers through global pointers or dereferences of global pointers. MoPPA introduces a quasi-global name to identify these memory locations. This name will be used in all callers of P . Therefore, in this case, MoPPA does not distinguish memory locations allocated at s under different calling contexts.
For example, consider the points-to graphs ( Figure 2 (d)) computed by MoPPA for Program 2 in Figure  2 (a). Let loc be the memory location allocated at statement 14. Because loc is returned to alloc()'s callers only through *f, MoPPA uses auxiliary parameter nv2 to identify loc in G alloc() , the points-to graph for alloc(). When loc is returned to getg() at statement 10, MoPPA identifies loc using a quasi-global name gh because loc may be returned to getg()'s callers also through global pointer g. When loc is returned to main() at statement 3, MoPPA identifies loc using an auxiliary local name lh because loc cannot be returned to main()'s callers. Compared to the points-to graphs (Figure 2 (e)) constructed by FICS, we can see that MoPPA computes more precise pointer information.
In summary, MoPPA uses the following process to determine the appropriate names to identify memory locations in the procedures. MoPPA first uses the following rules to determine the scope of each quasi-global name N :
• Rule 1. If N is the variable name of a global variable and N syntactically appears in a procedure P , then N 's scope includes P .
• Rule 2. If the memory location identified by N is pointed to by the memory location identified by another quasi-global name N 1 according to the global points-to graph, and N 1 's scope includes a procedure P , then N 's scope includes P .
• Rule 3. If N 's scope includes a procedure P , then N 's scope includes all the procedures that call P .
MoPPA then determines, for a memory location loc accessed in procedure P , whether there is a quasi-global name for loc whose scope includes P . If that is the case, MoPPA uses this name to identify loc in P . Otherwise, MoPPA determines whether loc can be accessed after P returns. If that is the case, MoPPA uses an auxiliary parameter to identify loc in P . Otherwise, MoPPA uses a local name to identify loc in P .
Computation of Parameterized Points-to Graphs
This section first introduces some definitions, and then gives an overview of MoPPA.
Definitions
Memory locations in a program are accessed through object names, each of which consists of a variable and a possibly empty sequence of dereferences and field accesses [16] . Object name N 1 is extended from object name N 2 if N 1 can be constructed by applying a possibly empty sequence of dereferences and field accesses ω to N 2 ; in this case, we denote N 1 as E ω N 2 . For example, suppose that p is a pointer that points to a struct with field a in a C program. Then E * p is * p, E * * p is **p, and E * .a p is ( * p).a.
Given an object name N , if N is of pointer type, then the points-to node of N in a points-to graph G is the node that represents the memory locations that may be pointed to by N . To find the points-to node for N in G, an algorithm first locates or creates, in G, a node n 0 that represents the variable in N . The algorithm then locates or creates a sequence of nodes n i and edges e i , 1≤i≤k, so that n 0 , e 1 , n 1 , ..., e k , n k is a path in G, the labels of e 1 , ..., e k−1 match the sequence of dereferences and field accesses in N , and e k is a points-to edge. The points-to node of N is n k .
Overview of MoPPA
MoPPA computes a global points-to graph G glob for a program and a procedural points-to graph G P for each procedure P in the program. Let g be a global pointer. If a memory location loc may be pointed to by object name E ω g at any point in the program, then a quasi-global name N identifying loc must be associated with the points-to node of E ω g in G glob . Let v be a local pointer declared in P . If a memory location loc may be pointed to by object name E ω v at any point in P under any calling context, then a name N identifying loc must be associated with the points-to node of E ω v in G P . Let loc be a memory location that may be accessed in procedure P under some calling contexts. If loc is identified in P by an auxiliary parameter, then a program analysis can determine the calling contexts under which loc may be accessed by looking at the binding information at the callsite. However, if loc is identified in P by a quasi-global name, a program analysis must assume loc may be accessed under each calling context.
In addition to computing the points-to graphs, MoPPA also computes the set of quasi-global names whose scopes may include P according to Rules 1-3 in Section 2. MoPPA uses this information to determine the kind of name that it uses to identify a memory location in P . To compute this information, MoPPA first collects the global variable names that syntactically appear in P or in procedures directly or indirectly called by P . According to Rules 1 and 3, the scopes of these names include P . MoPPA then searches, beginning at the nodes associated with the global variable names computed for P , for all reachable nodes in G glob . The names associated with these nodes identify the memory locations whose addresses may be passed into P through global pointers. According to Rule 2, the scopes of these names include P .
MoPPA performs two major tasks in construction of the points-to graphs. The first task detects each pair of object names that may point to common memory locations. MoPPA merges the points-to nodes of these two object names in a points-to graph to ensure that each common memory location pointed to by these two object names is represented by only one node. This merging operation is a variant of the "join" in Steensgaard's algorithm [23] . The second task determines the memory locations represented by each node in the points-to graphs. MoPPA picks appropriate names to identify these memory locations at the node. MoPPA computes the points-to graphs for a program in three phases (Figure 3 ).
First phase: Lines 1-8
In the first phase, MoPPA processes each pointer assignment lhs = rhs in each procedure P to build P 's points-to graph G P . If rhs is an object name, then MoPPA merges the points-to nodes of lhs and rhs in G P to capture the fact that lhs and rhs point to the same memory location after this assignment (line 3). If rhs is an address-taking expression "&x", then MoPPA adds variable name x to the points-to node of lhs in G P to indicate that lhs points to the memory location for x after the assignment (line 4). If rhs is a call to a memory allocation function, MoPPA sets a boolean flag HasHeap for the points-to node of lhs in G P (line 5). HasHeap of a node is used to indicate that the node represents a heap-allocated memory location whose name has not yet been determined by MoPPA. In various phases of the algorithm, when two nodes N 1 and N 2 are merged, if HasHeap of N 1 or N 2 is set, then HasHeap of the resulting node will be set.
In the first phase, MoPPA introduces a variable to represent the return value of each function and treats a return statement as an assignment. For example, MoPPA introduces getg to represent the return value of function getg() in Figure 2 (a), and treats return statement 11 as assignment getg=*t. In the first phase, MoPPA also collects the global variable names that syntactically appear in P (line 8).
Figure 2(b) shows the points-to graphs constructed by MoPPA during this phase for Program 2 in Figure  2 (a). Solid nodes in the graphs indicate that HasHeap of these nodes are set. 
Second phase: Lines 9-30
In the second phase, MoPPA processes the callsites in each procedure P to consider the effects, on G P , of the procedures called by P . Let c be a callsite in P and Q be the procedure that c invokes. MoPPA first calls BindFromCallee() to detect pairs of parameter-related object names that may point to the same memory locations (line 13). BindFromCallee() searches in G Q for object names E ω1 p and E ω2 q that point to the same node. If p and q are formal parameters bound to a 1 and a 2 respectively at c, then after c is executed, E ω1 a 1 and E ω2 a 2 may point to common memory locations. Thus, BindFromCallee() merges the points-to nodes of E ω1 a 1 and E ω2 a 2 in G P . If p is a formal parameter bound to a at c and q is a global variable, then after c is executed, E ω1 a and E ω2 q may point to common memory locations. Thus, BindFromCallee() merges the points-to nodes of E ω1 a and E ω2 q in G P . For example, when MoPPA processes statement 4 in Figure 2 (a), it merges the points-to nodes of q and g in G main() because G getg() shows that getg and g point to the same node (MoPPA treats return value getg as a formal parameter in the second phase).
MoPPA also determines the memory locations whose addresses may be returned to P at callsite c (lines [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . If G Q shows that a name x is associated with the points-to node of E ω f , in which f is a formal parameter bound to a at c, then, after c is executed, E ω a may point to the memory locations identified by x. MoPPA adds x to the points-to node of E ω a in G P (line 15). If HasHeap of the points-to node of E ω f is set, then after c is executed, E ω a may point to memory locations that are allocated from the heap in Q. Thus, MoPPA sets HasHeap of the points-to node of E ω a (line 17). For example, when MoPPA processes statement 3 in Figure 2(a) , it sets HasHeap of the points-to node of p in G main() because G alloc() shows that HasHeap of the points-to node of *f is set.
In the second phase, MoPPA also constructs the global points-to graph G glob using information in G P (lines 20-27). MoPPA calls BindToGlobal() to search in G P for object names E ω1 g 1 and E ω2 g 2 , where g 1 and g 2 are global variables that point to the same node. BindToGlobal() merges the points-to nodes of E ω1 g 1 and E ω2 g 2 in G glob to indicate that E ω1 g 1 and E ω2 g 2 point to the same memory locations.
MoPPA also determines the memory locations that may be pointed to by object names extended from global variables (lines 21-27). Let g be a global variable. If G P shows that x is associated with the points-to node of E ω g , then when P is executed, E ω g may point to the memory location identified by x. MoPPA adds x to the points-to node of E ω g in G glob to capture this information (line 22). If G P shows that HasHeap of the points-to node of E ω g is set, then when P is executed, E ω g may point to a memory location allocated in P . MoPPA creates a new quasi-global name to identify this memory location, and adds this name to the points-to node of E ω g in both G P and G glob . MoPPA also resets HasHeap of the points-to node of E ω g in G P to indicate that the heap-allocated memory location has been assigned a name. For foreach pointer assignment lhs = rhs in each procedure P do 2. case rhs do 3. object name: merge points-to nodes of lhs and rhs in GP 4.
"&x": add x to the points-to node of lhs in GP 5.
malloc(): set HasHeap of lhs's points-to node in GP 6. endcase 7. endfor 8. add global variable names in each procedure P to GV ars[P ] /* Second phase (lines 9-30) */ 9. add all procedures in P to worklists W1 and W2 10. while W1 =φ do /* W1: sorted in reversed topological order*/ 11. remove P from the head of W1 12. foreach callsite c to Q in P do 13.
BindFromCallee(GQ,globals(GQ),GP ,c) 14.
foreach
copy names from N to points-to node of Eω g in G glob 23.
if HasHeap of N is set then 24.
reset HasHeap of N add a new name to N 25.
add the new name to Eω g 's points-to node in G glob 26. endif 27. endfor 28. if GP updated then add P 's callers to W1 29. endwhile 30. compute GV ars[P ] for each procedure P from P 's callees /* Third phase (lines 31-57) */ 31. foreach procedure P do 32. compute the quasi-global names whose scopes include P 33. while W2 = φ do /* W2: sorted in topological order */ 34. remove P from the head of W2 35. foreach callsite c to P in P ′ do 36.
BindFromCaller(G P ′ ,c,GP ) 37.
foreach name n in points-to node of Eω a in G P ′ and a is actual parameter bound to f at c do 38.
if n is quasi-global name whose scope includes P then 39.
add n to Eω f 's points-to node in GP 40.
elseif no auxil parameter at Eω f 's points-to node in GP and no auxil parameter to be reused then 41.
create example, when MoPPA processes getg() in Figure 2 (a) in the second phase, it finds that HasHeap of the points-to node of g is set. Thus, the algorithm creates a name gh, and adds this name to the points-to node of g both in G getg() and in G glob . The algorithm also resets HasHeap of g's points-to node in G getg() . In the second phase, MoPPA further computes the set of global variable names that appear syntactically in procedure P or in P 's callees (line 30). In this phase, MoPPA processes the procedures in a reverse topological (bottom-up) order on the strongly-connected components of the call graph using a worklist. The sorted worklist ensures that MoPPA iterates over the procedures within a strongly-connected component until the points-to graph computed for each procedure stabilizes. Figure 2(c) shows the points-to graphs constructed for Program 2 in Figure 2 (a) after this phase.
Third phase: Lines 31-57
In the third phase, MoPPA processes each procedure P to determine the memory locations represented by each node in G P and assigns appropriate names to identify these memory locations. MoPPA completes this task in four steps. First, MoPPA computes, by using G glob and the set of global variable names computed for P in the first two phases, the set of quasi-global names whose scopes include P (lines 31-32).
Second, MoPPA processes each callsite c that calls P to capture the pointer information introduced by parameter bindings. Let P ′ be the procedure that contains c. MoPPA first calls BindFromCaller() to detect pairs of object names that are extended from actual parameters at c and may point to the same node in G P ′ (line 36). If BindFromCaller() finds that E ω1 a 1 and E ω2 a 2 , in which a 1 and a 2 are bound to f 1 and f 2 respectively at c, may point to the same node in G P ′ , it merges the points-to nodes of E ω1 f 1 and E ω2 f 2 in G P .
MoPPA also determines the memory locations that may be pointed to by object names extended from formal parameters (lines 37-43). Let a be an actual parameter that is bound to formal parameter f at c. If a name n is associated with the points to node of E ω a in G P ′ , then when P is invoked at c, E ω f may point to the memory locations identified by n at P 's entry. If n is a quasi-global name whose scope includes P , then the memory location identified by n in P ′ must also be identified by n in P . Thus, MoPPA adds n to the points-to node of E ω f in G P . Otherwise, n is not a quasi-global name or n is a quasi-global name but n's scope does not include P . In this case, the memory location identified by n in P ′ is identified in P with an auxiliary parameter. MoPPA checks to see if there is an auxiliary parameter associated with the points-to node of E ω f in G P . If no auxiliary parameter exists, then MoPPA further checks the k-limiting restriction using the approach described in Subsection 3.4. If MoPPA cannot reuse an existing auxiliary parameter, it creates a new auxiliary parameter and adds this auxiliary parameter to this node. For example, when MoPPA processes the callsite to alloc() at statement 10 in Figure 2(a) , it finds that t may point to g. Because the scope of the quasi-global name for g does not include alloc(), MoPPA introduces auxiliary parameter nv1 to identify this memory location and adds nv1 to the points-to node of f in G alloc() . Note that in the third phase, if two nodes N 1 and N 2 are merged, at most one auxiliary parameter is kept in the resulting node.
Third, MoPPA further determines, by examining G glob , the memory locations that may be represented by nodes in G P (lines 45-47). Let g 1 and g 2 be global variable names that appear in G P (i.e., g 1 , g 2 ∈ globals(G P )). MoPPA calls BindFromGlobal() to search, in G glob , object names E ω1 g 1 and E ω1 g 1 that point to the same node. BindFromGlobal() merges the points-to nodes of E ω1 g 1 and E ω1 g 1 in G P . Let g be a global variable name that appears in G P . If G glob shows that name n is associated with the points-to node of E ω g , then MoPPA adds n to the points-to node of E ω g in G P .
Fourth, MoPPA assigns names for the unnamed heap-allocated memory locations represented by nodes in G P (lines 48-52). MoPPA examines, in G P , each node N whose HasHeap is set. If an auxiliary parameter aux is associated with N , then N is pointed to by an object name extended from formal parameters. Therefore, the heap-allocated memory locations represented by N may be returned to P 's callers. MoPPA reuses aux to identify these memory locations. However, if no auxiliary parameter is associated with N , then these heap-allocated memory locations are not returned to P 's callers. MoPPA creates a new local name and add this name to N to identify these memory locations. In both cases, MoPPA resets HasHeap of N . For example, MoPPA discovers that, in G alloc() , the points-to graph for alloc() in Figure 2(a) , HasHeap of the points-to node of *f is set and an auxiliary parameter nv2 is associated with this node. Therefore, it reuses nv2 to identify the heap-allocated memory locations represented by this node. In another case, MoPPA discovers that, in G main() , HasHeap of the points-to node of p is set but no auxiliary parameter is associated with this node. Therefore, it creates a local name lh to identify the heap-allocated memory locations represented by this node (Figure 2(d) ).
In the third phase, MoPPA processes the procedures in a topological (top-down) order on the stronglyconnected components of the call graph using a worklist. The sorted worklist ensures that MoPPA iterates over the procedures within each strongly-connected component until the points-to graph for each procedure stabilizes. After all the points-to graphs stabilize, MoPPA processes each callsite c to compute the binding information between the names in the procedure containing c and the auxiliary parameters in the called procedure (lines 55-57). This step can be done on-demand when the pointer information is used. Figure 2(d) shows the points-to graphs that MoPPA computes for Program 2. Compared to the points-to graphs (Figure 2(e) ) constructed by FICS for this program, we can see that MoPPA computes more compact and more precise pointer information than FICS.
Complexity of MoPPA
Let p be the number of procedures in a program P, c be the number of callsites in P, and S be the worst-case actual size of the points-to graph for a procedure. Without considering the cost of line 8 and lines 30-32, the time complexity of MoPPA is the same as the time complexity of FICS, which is O(N * S * α(N * S, p * S)) [17] , given that α is the inverse Ackermann function, N is (c+p) in the absence of recursion, and N is (c+p) * S in the presence of recursion. The steps taken at lines 8 and 30 are very similar to those taken in the computation of modification side-effects for the procedures. Therefore, the time required by these two lines is O(n 2 ). Line 32 can be done by first mapping the names in GV ars[P ] to the nodes in G glob , and then searching in G glob beginning from these nodes. Therefore, the time required by this line is O(n + S glob ), where S glob is the size G glob . Thus, the time complexity of MoPPA is O(p * (n + S glob ) + n 2 + N * S * α(N * S, p * S)). With the
Parameter binding at c2 assumption that S glob is O(n), the time complexity can be simplified to O(n 2 + N * S * α(N * S, p * S)).
Handling Recursion
In the presence of recursive data structures, without special consideration, algorithms that compute parameterized pointer information may introduce an infinite number of auxiliary parameters in procedures involved in recursion (Figure 4(b) ). MoPPA solves this problem using a variant of k-limiting [15] . The variant limits the number of consecutive suspicious nodes-nodes assocatied with only auxiliary parameters -on a simple path 2 to k (MoPPA ignores field nodes when it looks for consecutive suspicious nodes). When MoPPA processes a recursive call, if it needs to add an auxiliary parameter at line 40, it checks the restriction. If adding the new auxiliary parameter would create a simple path containing more than k consecutive suspicious nodes, MoPPA searches, on the path, for an existing suspicious node that represents memory locations whose types overlap the types of the memory locations represented by the new node. If MoPPA finds such a node, it reuses the auxiliary parameter associated with this node. Otherwise, it creates a new auxiliary parameter. For example, when MoPPA binds nv2 to GO() at callsite c1 in P() (Figure 4(a) ), it attempts to add a new auxiliary parameter in G GO() . Adding such an auxiliary parameter would create a simple path that contains two consecutive suspicious nodes. Thus, if k is 1, MoPPA reuses nv1 and binds nv2 to nv1. Figure  4 (c) shows the resulting points-to graphs. Note that because nv2 is supposed to be bound to the memory locations pointed to by nv1.next, in the graph, MoPPA creates a new edge from the node representing nv1.next to the node representing nv1.
Handling Indirect Calls
MoPPA can use one of the following two solutions to handle programs that contain indirect calls through function pointers. The first solution uses the call graph computed by another algorithm, such as Steensgaard's algorithm. We can further refine the result using function prototypes [2] .
The second solution begins the analysis with a partial call graph, and computes the complete call graph during the analysis. This approach requires iterations between the bottom-up phase and the top-down phase [4] , and thus, increases the complexity of MoPPA. To use the second approach, MoPPA keeps an extra shadow points-to graph G P for each procedure P to separate the summary information about P from the pointer information computed for P . 3 In the first phase, MoPPA puts the pointer information into both G P and G P . In the second phase when MoPPA processes a callsite c to P in Q, it uses G P to update both G Q and G Q . In the second phase when MoPPA computes the global points-to graph from P , it uses G P . In the third phase, MoPPA uses only the normal points-to graphs for the procedures. Before computing the binding information for each callsite at the end of this phase, MoPPA first examines each indirect call. If MoPPA discovers new callees, it expands the call graph and repeats the second and third phases starting only from the affected procedures. Otherwise, the algorithm computes the binding information and terminates.
Empirical Studies
We have implemented a prototype of MoPPA using the PROLANGS Analysis Framework (PAF) [11] . Our prototype handles function pointers using the first approach discussed in Section 3.5. The prototype is parameterized so that it can treat a structure either as an atomic memory location or as a collection of fields. In the latter case, our current implementation does not account for accesses that require knowledge of the physical layout of a structure. This limitation might affect the safety of the pointer information. However, it does not significantly affect the validity of our studies because (1) this kind of accesses are rare in many programs, and (2) all the algorithms that we compare are implemented in the same way. More sophisticated techniques will be used to handle these kinds of accesses in our future work.
We have also performed several empirical studies to evaluate the performance of MoPPA and the effectiveness of using the parameterized pointer information provided by MoPPA in program analyses. In the studies, we compared MoPPA with FICS and Andersen's algorithm. Other studies [6, 13, 14, 17, 10] show that pointer information computed by these two algorithms are very close in precision to many existing algorithms, including flow-sensitive algorithms. In addition, MoPPA is implemented using the same framework as FICS. Thus, comparison between MoPPA and FICS can reveal the extra cost required to perform the more sophisticated naming scheme used to obtain parameterized pointer information. We collected the data for the studies on a Sun Ultra 30 workstation with 640MB of physical memory. Structures in subject programs other than povray3 are treated as a collection of fields. However, because our system ran out of memory when it attempted to treat structures in povray3 as a collection of fields, structures in povray3 are treated as atomic memory locations. 4 To allow the algorithm to capture the pointer information introduced by calls to library functions, we created a set of stubs that simulate these functions. A similar approach using stubs has been used in other prototypes (e.g. [16, 17] ).
The left side of Table 1 shows the subject programs we used. Column LOC shows the number of lines of code (comments included), column Nodes shows the number of control flow graph nodes created to represent each program, and column Procs shows the number of procedures. These subject programs have also been used in many other studies [16, 17, 19] .
Study 1
The goal of this study is to evaluate the performance of MoPPA. To investigate the time efficiency of MoPPA, we compare the time required to run MoPPA and the time required to run FICS on each subject program. The right side (T M , T F ) of Table 1 shows the comparison. The time shown in the table excludes time required to parse and to resolve function pointers for the subjects. The table shows that, on the programs we studied, although MoPPA can be 2 to 3 times slower than FICS, it is still very efficient for all programs. This results suggest that MoPPA will scale to large programs as well as FICS. Note that MoPPA is faster than FICS on twmc and nethack because MoPPA propagates much less information from procedures to procedures.
In the study, we also investigated the effectiveness of MoPPA in distinguishing memory locations allocated on the heap in a procedure under different calling contexts. The left side of Table 2 compares the number of distinguishable names for heap-allocated memory locations when the pointer information is computed by MoPPA(M o) or FICS(F I). Two names are distinguishable in a program if, according to the pointer information, the memory locations identified by the names are accessed at different sets of statements. A program analysis may compute more precise information when it uses pointer information consisting of more distinguishable names for heap-allocated memory locations. In FICS, we considers the artificial names created to represent heap-allocated memory locations. In MoPPA, we considers the quasi-global names and auxiliary local names that are created for heap-allocated memory locations. The table shows that, for several programs (e.g. spim), MoPPA identifies many more distinguishable names for heap-allocated memory locations than FICS. Therefore, the technique used by MoPPA to distinguish heap-allocated memory locations is very 
Study 2
The goal of this study is to evaluate the impact of using pointer information provided by MoPPA and FICS on the computation of flow dependence, one variety of data dependence, within a procedure. A statement s 1 is flow-dependent on a statement s 2 if s 1 may use the value set by s 2 . Flow dependence has been used in important tasks such as program optimization, data-flow testing, and program understanding. In this study, we computed the average number of statements on which a statement is flow-dependent. For each callsite, we used its side-effects to compute flow dependences. The right side of table 2 shows the results of this study when the pointer information is provided by MoPPA (M o) or FICS (F I), and the percentage of spurious flow dependences (Reduc) that can be eliminated by using pointer information provided by MoPPA. The table shows that, for several programs (e.g., moria), using pointer information provided by MoPPA can significantly (> 10%) reduce the spurious flow dependences. This suggests that, on these programs, using pointer information provided by MoPPA may significantly improve the precision of the program analyses that require data-flow information. Note that, for other programs (e.g., lharc) on which the reduction in flow dependences is less significant, using pointer information provided by MoPPA may still improve the precision of program analyses on these programs because the spurious information propagated across procedure boundaries may be reduced.
Study 3
The goal of this study is to evaluate the impact of using pointer information provided by MoPPA or FICS on the precision and the efficiency of program analyses that require transitive interprocedural flow dependence. The study consists of two parts. The first part of the study considers the impact on the computation of transitive interprocedural flow dependence. We measured the average number of statements that can transitively affect a specific statement s through flow dependence. For convenience, we refer to this set of statements as the data slice with respect to s. We also measured the average time to compute a data slice. These measurements can serve as an indicator of the impact of using such pointer information on program analyses that require transitive interprocedural flow dependence. Table 3 shows these two measurements when the pointer information is provided by MoPPA (M o) or FICS (F I). The table also shows the reduction in the size of a data slice (Reduc) when the pointer information is provided by MoPPA. We obtained the data by running a modified version of our reuse-driven slicer [18] on each subject. The table shows that, for many programs we studied (e.g., smail), using pointer information provided by MoPPA can significantly improve the precision and the efficiency of the computation of transitive flow dependence.
The second part of the study considers the impact of using pointer information provided by MoPPA or FICS on program slicing [24] , a program analysis that requires transitive flow dependences. We measured the average size of a program slice and the average time to compute a program slice. Table 4 shows these two measurements obtained in the study when the pointer information is provided by MoPPA (M o) or FICS (F I). The table also shows the reduction in the size of a program slice (Reduc) when the pointer information is provided by MoPPA instead of FICS. We obtained the data by running our reuse-driven program slicer on each subject. The table shows that, for many programs that we studied (e.g., smail), using pointer information provided by MoPPA can significantly improve the precision and the efficiency of the computation of program slices.
By considering the results of both parts of the study, we can conclude that using parameterized pointer information provided by MoPPA may significantly improve the precision and efficiency of many program analyses. 
Study 4

Related Work
Many flow-insensitive pointer analysis algorithms for C programs have been developed. Some early algorithms [1, 23, 22] compute one solution for the whole program. A number of these algorithms have been further studied [9] or improved [6, 20] . Beginning with FICS [17] , several flow-insensitive, context-sensitive algorithms [8, 10] Their algorithm uses extended parameters to represent global variables and the memory locations that can be accessed through dereferences of formal parameters and global pointers in a procedure to increase the opportunity of reuse. In both algorithms, when the alias configuration for inputs of a procedure changes, the procedure must be reanalyzed. MoPPA differs from these two algorithms in that MoPPA analyzes a procedure independently from its calling contexts. Thus, the summary information computed for a procedure can be used for all its calling contexts. This maximum reuse, its flow-insensitivity, and the separation of global information from local information contribute to the efficiency and the scalability of MoPPA.
Several other existing pointer analysis algorithms use a modular approach for computing pointer information. One such algorithm is Chatterjee, Ryder, and Landi's Relevant Context Inference (RCI) [3] . Like FICS and MoPPA, RCI first uses a bottom-up phase to consider the effect of a procedure on each callsite that calls the procedure. RCI then uses a top-down phase to compute the memory locations whose addresses may be passed into a procedure.
MoPPA and RCI differ in two ways. First, RCI computes non-parameterized pointer information. RCI uses unknown initial values for parameters and globals at the entry of a procedure. At first glance, these unknown initial values seem to serve the same purpose as auxiliary parameters. However, because unknown initial values are created before the pointer information is computed at the callsites, two unknown initial values may represent the address of the same memory location under a calling context. Therefore, in the final pointer solution, these unknown initial values must be replaced with concrete values.
5 Second, RCI computes pointer information using a flow-sensitive approach. Because propagating information using flow-sensitive approach is expensive, RCI may not scale to large programs.
Another modular pointer analysis algorithm is Cheng and Hwu's algorithm [4] . Like MoPPA, Cheng and Hwu's algorithm is flow-insensitive. Unlike MoPPA and many other algorithms that use exactly one name to identify each memory location in a procedure, Cheng and Hwu's algorithm uses access paths 6 to identify each memory location.
One way that MoPPA differs from Cheng and Hwu's algorithm is efficiency. This difference in efficiency can be seen by considering three aspects of the algorithms. First, Cheng and Hwu's algorithm must propagate pointer information for global pointers from procedure to procedure. In contrast, MoPPA uses a global points-to graph to capture the pointer information for the global pointers. Therefore, MoPPA propagates less information across procedure boundaries than Cheng and Hwu's algorithm. Second, in the intraprocedural phase, Cheng and Hwu's algorithm must iterate over the pointer assignments within a procedure using an approach similar to Andersen's algorithm [1] . In contrast, MoPPA processes each procedure in the intraprocedural phase using an approach similar to Steensgaard's algorithm [23] , which processes each pointer assignment only once. Third, in the interprocedural phases, Cheng and Hwu's algorithm must iterate over the points-to relations computed for a procedure when the algorithm discovers a new points-to relation. In contrast, MoPPA may merge two nodes or add a name to a node when it discovers a new points-to relation. Therefore, MoPPA is more efficient than Cheng and Hwu's algorithm.
Another way that MoPPA differs from Cheng and Hwu's algorithm is the support for interprocedural program analyses that use the pointer information. Similar to auxiliary parameters, access paths used in Cheng and Hwu's algorithm can identify different memory locations in a procedure under different calling contexts. However, because one memory location might be identified by several access paths in the pointer information provided by Cheng and Hwu's algorithm, a program analysis using this pointer information may have to propagate more information across procedure boundaries than using pointer information provided by MoPPA. In addition, mapping an access path from a called procedure to a calling procedure is more expensive than mapping an auxiliary parameter. Therefore, using the information provided by Cheng and Hwu's algorithm in program analyses may be less efficient than using the information provided by MoPPA.
Many flow-insensitive algorithms can be described as building points-to graphs or as generating and solving a set of constraints. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. Foster, Fahndrich, and Aiken proposed a polymorphic flow-insensitive points-to analysis framework that computes pointer information by solving constraints [10] . When this framework uses term constraints, the resulting algorithm is very similar to FICS. This framework differs from MoPPA in that it computes non-parameterized pointer information and does not distinguish the heap-allocated memory locations returned by a procedure to different callsites. Studies show that their current implementation of the framework may not scale to large programs [10] .
Some existing pointer analysis algorithms [3, 16] provide conditional pointer information, in which a points-to relation may be associated with a condition that specifies the calling contexts under which this relation may hold. Although such conditions may help a program analysis reduce the amount of spurious information propagated across procedure boundaries [19] , adding conditions to the points-to relations may increase the complexity of the pointer analysis. Studies show that existing algorithms that provide conditional pointer information may not scale to large programs [3, 16] .
Conclusion
This paper presents MoPPA, a modular algorithm that computes parameterized pointer information for C programs. The paper also presents a set of empirical studies that compare MoPPA with FICS and Andersen's algorithm. The empirical results show that MoPPA can efficiently compute pointer information for programs. The empirical results also show that using pointer information provided by MoPPA can significantly improve both the precision and the efficiency of many program analyses.
Due to space limitation, this paper does not present the details of handling memory accesses using constucts such as casting that require the knowledge of the physical layout of a structure. Several existing approaches (e.g., [26] ) can be incorporated into MoPPA to handle such accesses. Our future work will include investigation of the impact of different approaches on MoPPA.
Our future work will also include more empirical studies on larger programs to investigate the effectiveness of using the pointer information provided by MoPPA in various program analyses. In addition, we will compare the effectiveness of using different approaches to handle function pointers in MoPPA.
